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The Dance/USA 2024 Dance Forum English Transcript 
 

>> Good morning, everyone.  Thank you for being here bright and early.  
Welcome to Dance/USA's 2024 Dance Forum.  Yes. ()  Dance/USA and executive 
director -- my pronouns are she and her.  I'm a Chinese American woman with 
shoulder-length black hair and brown highlights.  I'm wearing a black top, black 
pants with dark red and black jacket, and gold beads.   

Serving on the Dance/USA board for the last five years, in the last two 
years -- [ audio muffled ] -- have been deeply transformative years in all 
of -- opportunity to work with leaders from all over the country that 
otherwise -- Michelle Reynolds of (), Lee Robinson of () -- of New York City and 
countless others.  I was part of the executive search team that hired Dance/USA's 
first BIPOC executive director.  We stayed true to our journey of following our 
bylaws, by diversifying our boards, staff, planning team and throughout the entire 
organization.   

Yes, we still have so much more to do, but I'm so proud of what we've done 
in the last five years.  Today I'm so honored to be with you all as we reflect on 
2024, new beginnings, new connections, new opportunities.  Dance/USA has 
partnered with APAP for over 20 years to help this day, this is a time of the year to 
learn from each other and build a strong future together through the dance group.  
Please note that all --  

[ Cross-talk, speakers in background ]  
-- in Spanish is our way of connecting with those who could not be here 

in-person.  We understand this is not an all-encompassing solution, but we hope to 
continue offering transcripts as one option and one of the many options that we 
offer.  [ Off mic ].  Also, ASL interpretation and CART services are all being 
provided today.  Please scan the QR code on the screen for real-time captions.  
Accessible restrooms are located next to the ballroom.  And if you need any 
assistance, notify a Dance/USA team member --  

[ Cross-talk, speakers in background ]  
Lastly, please spread the word about the conference and share your 

experience in your communities, please use social media use @DanceUSAorg.  
Finally, it is my pleasure to welcome my dear friend, Dance/USA Executive Director 
Kellee Edusei.  

>> Kellee Edusei:  We're going to get this open.  Hello.  My name is Kellee 
Edusei.  I am the Executive Director of Dance/USA.  And I joined the organization 
in January of 2020.  I use she/her pronouns, and I am wearing a black jacket with a 
white T-shirt underneath it, black pants and black boots.  And today the lip color I've 
chosen is red.  I'm wearing flower earrings and my hair is pulled back in a bun.   

Dance/USA acknowledges the indigenous past, present and future of the 
lands we currently occupy.  We are living, working, creating, planning, and 
dreaming on indigenous lands of Turtle Island, an ancestral name for what is now 
called North America.  This hotel sits on Manhatta, also known as Manhattan, the 
traditional homelands and peoples of the Lenape tribe were desecrated by Dutch 
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colonizers under the guise of a disingenuous permanent sale of land.  Dance/USA 
also pays respect to the Seneca village, a community of Black property owners who 
were removed from their land and whose village was destroyed in the creation of 
Central Park, where their sacred burial grounds sit beneath.  These are not just 
histories of the distant past.  We are seeing these atrocities, ones of devastation 
and desecration of culture and community played out today on the world's stage.   

As cultural workers and creatives in the dance and performing arts system, 
we must play an active role in amplifying, caring for, healing, investing in and 
remaining rooted in our shared humanity.  

A core personal value of mine is gratitude.  It is how I start each and every 
day.  So Anne, thank you, where ever you've gone, for your strategic and steadfast 
leadership as Dance/USA's most recent board chair for the past two-and-a-half 
years, and now as our immediate past chair for the next year as you conclude your 
service on the Dance/USA board.  

Many thanks to each of you for getting up bright and early, I know it's early, 
and being with Dance/USA as we embark on what promises to be an enriching and 
insightful dance forum.  I want to express deep gratitude for APAP for partnering 
with Dance/USA over the last 20 years, to offer this space for connection, 
conversation and learning for the dance ecosystem, before a very densely packed 
conference.  And a special thanks to our 2024 Dance Forum sponsor, Claremont 
Graduate University, Center For Business and Management of the Arts, and to our 
institutional funders the Student Foundation, the Harkness Foundation (phonetic), 
the Mellon Foundation, National Endowment for the Arts and the () Foundation.  I 
also want to thank our communications partner, the Wallace Foundation.   

We would not be able to be here if it were not for the incredible the 
Dance/USA team, so I also want to give a big shout out to the Dance/USA team for 
your unwavering commitment to supporting the dance ecosystem to ensure we can 
thrive.  I'm also grateful to each Dance/USA board member.  Thank you for being 
some of our greatest ambassadors amplifying Dance/USA's vision, mission, core 
values of creativity, equity, connectivity and integrity.  Because of our funding 
partners, the Dance/USA team and our board are able to galvanize our collective 
energies to impact the dance and performing arts and culture sector.   

At its core, Dance/USA is propelled by a belief that dance can inspire a more 
just and humane world.  Dance/USA will amplify the power of dance to inform and 
inspire a nation where creativity and the field thrive.  We do this work through four 
core services, that is advocacy, archiving preservation, leadership and learning, and 
research, as well as through a handful of special initiatives.   

Our core values of creativity, connectivity, equity and integrity guide the ethos 
of our core services to ensure as an organization we as a member community and 
as a sector are strategically moving closer towards manifesting an environment that 
embodies equity, centers a collective practice of inclusionary behavior, and 
cultivates a profound sense of belonging.   

Before I welcome Candace Thompson-Zachery to share an update on 
Dance/NYC's Dance Workforce Resilience Initiative, there are two special updates I 
would like to make.  The first is over the next several months Dance/USA will 
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embark on a strategic reframing process that will re-evaluate and re-articulate how 
we do our work as a member-based organization rooted in equity, inclusion and 
belonging.  We intend with the strategic reframing process to deepen our 
connection with our community, our member community, and leaders in the broader 
dance ecosystem who have historically been marginalized or excluded from 
Dance/USA.   

Community, conversations and co-creating the future state of this 
organization that moves us closer to that north star, which is an environment that 
embodies equity, centers a collective practice of inclusion behavior and cultivates a 
profound sense of belonging, will be at the center of the work.  We will share 
additional details about the process, so please stay tuned because we want to be 
able to [audio muffled] our ecosystem.  

The second update is, with the generous support of the Doris Duke 
Foundation, I am overjoyed to publicly announce renewed support for Dance/USA's 
Fellowships to Artists program for a third round.  I do want to say that.   

[ Applause ]  
DFA supports dance and movement-based artists based in the US and its 

territories who work at the intersection of social and embodied practices.  DFA 
encompasses various modalities of social transformation through dance, which 
typically do not fit within established funding arts models.  This includes 
community-building and culture-bearing practices, healing and storytelling practices, 
activism and representational justice practices, and more.  DFA remains one of the 
few regranting programs available to independent US dance and movement-based 
artists with an unrestricted financial award.     

>> Whoot! 
[ Applause.] 

>> Kellee Edusei:  Yes, whoot is right.  Yes.   
Fellowship awards of $31,000 will be given to at least 25 individual artists to 

be used at their discretion.  Applications for this program will open this summer for 
a one-year fellowship period spanning the Fall of 2025 to the Fall of 2026.  So 
please be on the lookout for more information and connect with Dance/USA's 
director of regranting, Haowen Wang, who is over there.  Haowen, please raise 
your hand.  There you go.   

All right.  Without further ado, Candace Thompson-Zachery.  
[ Applause ]  

>> Candace Thompson-Zachery:  Hello, everyone.  Hi.  I am Candace 
Thompson-Zachery, she/her pronouns, and I'm the one of three co-executive 
directors at Dance/NYC.  I'm a Black woman.  I have a low-shaved head with a 
part on side.  I'm wearing today a black and white patterned blouse, black and gray 
striped pants, lovely silver shoes and silver earrings.   

And today we're here to cover a few things.  One is that who or what is the 
New York City Dance industry and we're talking about this based on the data that 
we collected over the state of New York City Dance, that collected data from three 
main places.  One is the Dance Industry Census, where we collected information 
from individuals and entities of all types in dance.  We collected information that 
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was already existing from places like the Federal Labor -- the Federal Bureau of 
Labor Statics, the State Comptroller's Office, and other available data.  And then 
lastly, from a series of roundtables that we did across New York City and the 
regional areas.  So that's the who or what.  We're going to talk about what we 
found, what did the data tell us, and then lastly, we're going to talk about what we 
propose to take the data to direct action.  

My slides today will generally be a white background with purple or pink 
writing or a gradient of purple to orange.   

Okay.  So the dance industry, what is it?  Who is it?  We estimate that the 
dance industry entails about 6,000 individual dance workers and about 1,700 
entities of all types, both nonprofit and for-profit.  This is based on verifiable data, 
so we know it is much larger.  We know the ecosystem is quite big, but this is what 
we can prove.  And of that, we got responses for the Dance Industry Census from 
1,602 individuals and 392 entities.   

On the screen is a dark purple circle with radiating lighter purple circles 
showing the relationships of the industry with other stakeholders and an then orbit of 
pink plants that talk about the sectors that intersect mostly with dance-like 
entertainment, health and wellness, government, education, et cetera.  

What did we find?  We found that the dance workforce, the dance industry is 
more diverse than the arts workforce but less diverse than New York City, so we still 
have some learning to go.  We found that dance is happening in a diversity of 
spaces, public space, venues, theaters and studios and online.  We found that 
dance is continuing to contend with systemic inequity, with BIPOC, immigrant and 
disabled people having less access to resources than other dance workers.  And 
diversity, equity and inclusion not being addressed consistently across the board, 
with about 30% of entities not providing any access services and about 40% of 
entities not having any DEI policy at all.  

We found that the dance industry's deeply connected with education, 
healthcare and wellness.  About 54% of dancers also identify as dance 
workers -- dance educators, sorry, and about half of dance entities present their 
work in educational spaces.   

Finding five.  We found that New York City Dance is evolving.  When we 
compare the data that we collected for this report with what we collected in 2016, we 
found that the workforce is skewing more BIPOC, it's skewing more LGBTQIA+, and 
it's skewing more millennia.  

Finding six.  The industry is continuing to contend with the effects of the 
pandemic with fragility.  So about 40% of all entities identify that their financial 
health is weak or very weak.  About 63% of the contributed income up from 55% 
before the pandemic and budget sizes have contracted by about 4%.  

Dance is not financially sustainable for most of its workers.  This one is 
probably the least surprising, but now we have some numbers to back it up.  Dance 
workers on average make about $22 an hour, which is 15% more than the living 
wage that's estimated in New York City.  Dancers and () are making the least of all 
of the roles in dance, coming in at about $23,000 a year, and about 40% of dance 
workers work for free or on a volunteer basis.  
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Despite challenging conditions, dance workers find their careers fulfilling and 
choose to persevere in dance.  So about 70% of the people that we surveyed 
considered dance to be a long-term career trajectory.  Dance work tends to be 
project-specific, independent and freelance and occurs with minimal resources.  So 
a lot of dance is happening on a contractor basis, on a 1099 basis, and people's 
access to different benefits varies quite largely, with about 37% still not having 
access to healthcare and about 82% not having access to mental health care.   

And lastly, the dance industry is caught between opposite forces that affect 
how dance exists in society.  I will show some pie charts and talk a little bit more 
about this because this is one of the points of the report that I think kind of 
encapsulates something that we feel that have not been able to articulate really well, 
which is that the dance industry is caught between opposing forces that affect how 
they exist in society.  

So because of the environment within which dance has to be created, dance 
workers without the education and support and resources they need are either 
caught trying to operate as a business that doesn't have to rely on contributed 
income and therefore are choosing entities like the B corp, LLC, S corp, where 
technically the point is to make a profit, even though, of course, that is typically very 
hard to do in dance.  And then the other side, operating as if dance is common 
good, because that is generally what we believe, that everyone should have access 
to dance and thereby making choices based on that.  So about 64% of dancer 
workers are funding dance out of their own pockets.  

Let's pause for a second.   
[ Laughter ]  
So when we thought about all of the findings, the thing that we probably 

wanted to encapsulate was that dance is integral.  It's touched so many different 
sectors.  It's a core part of New York City.  Dance is interdependent.  It requires 
the collaboration across stakeholders, across communities, across groups, and it's 
also [audio muffled].  

One of the beautiful things about the report, which you will all read when you 
leave here, is that we pulled together not only the data that shows a lot of the 
inequities that dance experiences, but also the things that people [audio muffled], 
and by and large the vision that was outlined that we pulled together from a lot of 
the data we collected talks about the fact that we want a New York City dance 
industry that is just, that is sustainable, and within which the workers and their 
families can thrive.  Yes, long time for that.  

[ Applause ]  
Building that thrivability will require change on an individual level, so 

everyone has a part to play; it will require change on a meso level, at the level of 
organizations and industry; and lastly, change on a macro level, on the systems 
level.  And so in order to take that data into data fashion, there are seven areas that 
we can target our actions towards that can change the environment within which 
dance happens.   

One is being involved in legislation on policies, supporting and lobbying and 
advocating and organizing around policies that benefit individuals and that benefit 
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workers especially.  We need to look at financial inclusion, making funding more 
available and more easily available.  We need to look at our models and 
frameworks and create legal and fiscal structures that protect the ownership of 
dance for -- by the people that create it.  We need to look at the quality of life, 
things like universal basic income, things like universal bill of rights for dance 
workers, ways that we can create safe and fair and equitable solutions for dance to 
happen.  We need to look at education, making our systems prepare our dancers 
for the realities in dance.  We need to create more spaces where knowledge can be 
shared.  And we need to be involved in system change so that we can mitigate 
effects of our supremacy, our capitalism and all of the systems of oppression.  

So your homework is to go to hub.dance.NYC, read the reports, look at the 
resources that are there.  Yes, you can scan the QR code that is on the screen 
right now.  And you can e-mail me at cthompsonzachery@danceNYC if you need 
to chat more about this data to direct action.  That's your homework.  Thank you, 
everyone.  

[ Applause ]  
>> Sara Nash:  Hello, everyone.  I am Sara Nash.  I am the Director of Dance 

at The National Endowment for the Arts.  I use --  
[ Applause ]  

>> Sara Nash:  Thank you.  We don't always get that kind of reception.  [ 
Laughter ]  It is really, really wonderful to be here with you all in-person today.  I 
use she/her pronouns and I am a white woman.  I have shoulder-length 
asymmetrically-cut red hair, wearing bright red lipstick under my mask, and I have 
on a green sweater, some kind of very comfortable black pants, and some black 
dance boots, and also wearing some dangly gold earrings with a shark tooth.  
Sounds scarier than it looks.  [ Laughter ]  

So before we get into talking about the new arts cure program, I want to just 
quickly mention a couple NEA updates, which is that our new Grants For Arts 
project guidelines are up.  They are available, and that includes the dance 
guidelines.  They're all at arts.gov.  And I wanted to let you know we have two 
upcoming opportunities where you can interact directly with myself and my really 
great dance team.   

The first is a dance guidelines webinar that is coming up on Wednesday, 
January 24th, at 2:00 p.m. Eastern Time.  There will be ASL and live captioning 
available for that.  And then on Friday, February 23rd, also at 2:00 p.m. Eastern, 
the dance team will be hosting informal office hours where you can drop in, ask us 
your questions as you are working on your applications, and then drop it off again, 
and asking any project questions that you have.  Both of these events are free, but 
they do require registration.  And you can do that and also access a lot of other 
applicant resources on arts.gov.   

All right.  Now on to ArtsHERE on the first slide.  All right.  So this is a 
partnership between the NEA and South Arts, in collaboration with the other five US 
regional arts agencies, to invest in a range of projects from eligible organizations 
throughout arts and culture ecosystems that have already demonstrated a 
commitment to equity within their work and programming.   
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The intent of ArtsHERE is to strengthen the capacity of organizations that are 
already engaging with underserved groups and activities to boost arts participation, 
to learn from their experiences and their taking this work, and to connect these 
organizations with one another through technical assistance and peer group 
programs and opportunities.   

In the long-term investments made through ArtsHERE will build grantee 
organizations' capacity to sustain meaningful community engagement and increase 
arts participation for underserved groups and communities.   

And now I'm going to turn it over to my wonderful colleague, Nikki Estes.   
[ Applause ]  

>> Nikki Estes:  Good morning.  Again, I'm Nikki Estes.  I'm the Director of 
[audio muffled] at South Arts.  I use she/her pronouns.  I'm a white woman with a 
little bit longer than chin-length black hair.  I'm wearing a brown and black dress.  
And I, too, have on bright red lipstick.  I'm wearing silver earrings.   

So thank you so much, Sara.  South Arts is really happy to lead this national 
program and partner with the National Endowment for the Arts and the regional arts 
organizations.  I do want to spend the next few minutes just talking a little bit more 
about the program.  

So ArtsHERE grantees will benefit from investments, learning and evaluation.  
These capacity-building project-based grants will range from $65,000 up to 
$130,000 each, and we anticipate awarding about 95 grants.  Grants do not require 
a cost share or match from the grantee and we want to thank the Wall Foundation 
[phonetic] for providing this match. 

>> Whoo!  
[ Applause ]  

>> Nikki Estes:  Yes, it's amazing.  Thank you.  Thank you to the Wall 
Foundation and partners for making it happen.  

ArtsHERE grantees will receive additional resources beyond these grant 
funds.  Grantee leadership and staff will participate in technical assistance and here 
in the communities with other ArtsHERE grantees for knowledge sharing, network 
building, and peer-based learning.  The ArtsHERE program as a pilot will be 
documented and evaluated by the National Endowment for the Arts to better 
understand the project activities supported through this program and how grantees 
approach this work.  And what was learned in ArtsHERE will be shared with the 
grantees for their own understanding, learning and growth.  The evaluation will 
result in a summary of lessons learned and may inform the future of the ArtsHERE 
program.   

ArtsHERE will use a two-part application process to minimize the burden of a 
single lengthy application.   Part one is the Statement of Interest.  Applicants must 
submit a Statement of Interest consisting of brief responses to a series of questions 
by January 19th, which is one week from today.   

Part two is a full application, which is by invitation only.  We encourage you 
to visit the FAQs located on the ArtsHERE website, and I'll share that in just a 
moment, and to contact your specific regional arts organization should you have any 
further questions or want to discuss your proposal.  
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So who's eligible?  Any nonprofit tax exempt 501(c)(3) organization based in 
the United States, federally recognized tribal communities.  Nonfederally 
recognized tribal communities that are nonprofit 501(c)(3) organizations in the U.S. 
are also eligible.  So any applicant in our 50 states, the District of Columbia, the 
U.S. jurisdictions are eligible to apply.  The applicant organization must have 
completed a three-year history of arts or cultural programming.  And for eligibility 
purposes the three-year history basically refers to the fact that the organization has 
had programming for three years, not when it was incorporated or received its 
501(c)(3) status.  

So before submitting your Letter of Interest, and going to the Go Smart 
system, we first want you to visit the ArtsHERE.org website to fully read through the 
guidelines and any additional information.  On this website you'll learn more about 
expectations, the timelines, resources, a breakdown of the regional arts 
organizations, and contact information.  Once you feel confident understanding the 
program, you can click any link on the website that says submit your application or 
apply now, and you'll be taken to the Go Smart portal.  For technical assistance 
with the portal, please e-mail ArtsHERE@gosmart.org.  You can also locate 
additional tutorials and guides under the additional resources section of the portal.  
For other eligibility, narrative or programmatic questions, please locate the content 
information for the program director of your regional organization at the contact us 
section of the website.  And for the complete guidelines and more information, 
please do visit the guidelines at ArtsHERE.org.   

South Arts along with our partners is looking forward to supporting a wide 
range of organizations and projects.  Thank you.  

[ Applause ]  
>> Pamela Tatge:  Hi, everyone.  Nice to see people.  I'm Pamela Tatge, 

Executive and Artistic Director at Jacob's Pillow.   
[ Applause ]  

>> Pamela Tatge:  I'm a tall woman with curly unwieldy brown-blonde hair.  I'm 
wearing a green top and black jacket, a necklace, dangly silver earrings, white pants 
and white boots.   

I'm very happy to be here today to give you an update on the National Dance 
Presenters Forum.  And as you see next, I want to get to -- there we go.  This is 
the group that gathered in 2019 in the before times and some of you are with us 
today.  And I bring you greetings from Jacob's Pillow.  On behalf of the entire 
Pillow team, we have a great representation here.  We have our director of 
preservation, the one and only Norton Cohen.  [ Applause ]  We have Patsy Gay, 
our associate archivist; Sumi Maximoto, our digital manager in the archives.  We 
have Holly Jones, our producing director.  And as of January 22nd, our new artistic 
director, Ken Chan.  [ Names phonetic ] 

[ Applause ]  
So if you don't know us, we're a 92-year-old international dance center based 

on the ancestral homelands of [native language land] peoples.  Despite being 
forcibly removed from New England, they continue to reside in Wisconsin where 
they're known as the Stockbridge-Munsee community, and we are grateful to be 
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able to dance on these lands.  We have the largest and longest running dance 
festival in the United States.  We are the holder of the histories and legacies of 
many artists and professionals in our field, including many of you in this room.   

We are known for our in-person and online dance archives, our school, our 
community engagement programs focused on building reciprocal relationships with 
partners across Archer County, and for our developmental residency program, the 
Pillow Lab.   

One of our three primary performing venues, the Doris Duke Theater, burned 
to the ground in November of 2020, just months after the pandemic hit, and we have 
been in the process of fundraising and designing a theater for the 21st Century that 
will replace it.   

Thanks to a leadership gift from the Doris Duke Foundation, with additional 
support from the Knight Foundation, the Bar Foundation, if all goes well the newly 
re-imagined Doris Duke Theater will be completed in 2025, a theater that we hope 
will have all of the warmth and character of the original Duke, that also core to its 
mission is the development of in-person and digital first works that exist at the 
intersection of dance and technology.   

[ Applause ]    
So a key program of our summer dance festival and how we connect with the 

country and the world is the National Dance Presenters Forum, which was held from 
1997 to 2006.  And then when I got to the Pillow, I restarted it in 2018 and 2019 
before the pandemic.   

The National Dance Presenters Forum is a multiday diversive professional 
development and networking experience aimed at strengthening dance presenting 
in the United States.  It's currently a collaborative project between the Pillow, the 
New England Foundation For the Arts, the Association of Performing Arts 
Professionals, and Dance/USA.  It's guided by a wonderful steering committee that 
includes [names], Kellee Edusei of Dance/USA, and me.  And in 2022, we decided 
that we didn't have the planning, time or the resources to meet in-person, so we 
planned a virtual convening for 2023.  And we designed it as a research year to 
inform what it would be like to come back in '24 in-person.   

The four partnering organizations and the other five regional arts 
organizations besides NEFA made significant contributions so that 18 presenters, 
from large university presenters to independent curators, could receive a stipend to 
participate.  We asked 
Alejandra Duque Cifuentes and ADC Consulting to facilitate a series of curated 
conversations that asked the following questions.  Let me see.   

I'm going to tell you the questions.  The questions were, what should NDPF 
look like in a post-pandemic environment?  How has things shifted and what do 
dance presenters need and want out of a professional development opportunity?  
The research report that ADC produced is informing the design of the 2024 National 
Dance Presenters Forum, which again, because of budget limitations, will be offered 
online.  If you're interested in applying to participate or learning more about what's 
being planned, I invite you to write NDPF @jacobspillow.org or come to the info 
session that's a part of the APAP conference 4:00 on Sunday, concourse A right 
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here.  We're also hosting an information session online on February 7th, so that 
those who aren't registered for APAP or can't make the Sunday session can 
participate.  

So rather than use this time to tell you about what we have planned for 2024, 
I'd like to tell you some of my observations of what I've seen in the dance presenting 
ecology post-pandemic, much of which came from and was reflected in the 
conversations that the 18 participants of the forum in 2023.  

First, as we know and from the study that Dance/NYC did, many artists lost 
much of their infrastructure during the pandemic or didn't have it even before the 
pandemic.  And we as presenters are becoming even more necessary as sites for 
residencies, as advocates, as, producers, and as networkers for artists working to 
develop new works and new ways of working in this new environment.   

We are key bridges both to funding and community partners.  This is 
happening at a time when a number of performing arts organizations and dance 
presenters are losing major institutional funding, while at the same time trying to 
rebuild their audiences post-pandemic.  

And finally, many presenters and advocates within the ecosystem have a real 
desire to boost artists' compensation, but the increased cost of doing business, 
including travel, lodging and other support that artists need, is severely constraining 
what they can do.  

There are the questions.  [ Laughter ]  
So here's what I found were the bright spots in the conversations we had.  

First, I appreciated how eager and interested this group of presenters we had 
gathered was in breaking existing presenting models and experimenting with new 
ways of working.  Those we gathered included both early career and experienced 
presenters.  Many wanted to eliminate the hierarchy of the expert and wanted to be 
in conversations where they can learn from each other, reflect on what they do and 
why they do it.   

One of the most exciting conversations that Alejandra put together for us was 
asking artists to identify a presenter they had a successful engagement with, and 
she asked the artist to interview the presenter and the presenter to interview the 
artist on what made that engagement successful.  None of the case studies 
involved solely a dance presentation.  All involved extended advanced visits, 
relationship building, community partners and audiences and multiple outcomes and 
activities.  We also experienced real reciprocity between artists and presenters and 
a leveling of hierarchy.   

At the end of the sessions we conducted a survey that revealed the four 
topics for future discussions that this particular group of presenters wants to have in 
future forums and in my opinion, of course, these are areas in the field that we have 
to continue to speak about.  Accessability in presenting and supporting disabled 
artists; decolonizing in presenting and supporting indigenous artists; antiracism in 
presenting and supporting Black artistry; and supporting the LGBTQIA+ artistry.   

In addition, the group was interested in more space to discuss presenting 
beyond the large scale and traditional theater form of presenting.  They asked that 
more consideration be put towards other modes of presenting dance and funding 
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dance artists through residencies, by working in sectors beyond the arts, by 
exploring more community-based practices, and advancing the work of smaller 
scale local dance organizations and presenters.  

Finally, a topic that we didn't spend time on in 2023 and that we will spend 
time on in ' 24 is the need for presenting organizations to embrace digital integration 
in their organizations and consider the application of technology in support of the 
creation, dissemination and experience of art.  For me --   [ Applause 
] -- this is all about access.  It's as an organization that is based in a remote rural 
location with a lack of transportation, we simply cannot realize the potential of our 
mission or remain relevant for decades to come unless we support artists to attract 
and grow new audiences, both in-person and online, and provide access to those 
who () back in Massachusetts.   

Among the important lessons for me from hosting the forum is the need for 
experimentation and the sharing of findings from those experiments with each other, 
particularly at a time of great change and uncertainty, when all of us are being called 
upon to find new ways of working.  

So I just want to say that if you'd like to find out more about being a part of 
the dialogue moving forward, we will have six sessions in '24.  There will be 18 
participants, an application process, and come to one of the info sessions.  And for 
more information, please e-mail us.  

Thank you so much.  
[ Applause ]  

>> Which slide did you need?  There you go.   
>> [ Off mic ]  

[ Laughter ]  
>> [ Off mic.] 
>> Kellee Edusei:  Thank you for that.  Again, I'm Kellee Edusei.  I'm here with 

Ashley Ferro-Murray of the Doris Duke Foundation.  So in full transparency, Ashley 
and I have well-prepared for this conversation.  So we do have some notes that will 
be guiding us today, so if we are looking down or referencing our notes, that is why.  

Are you ready?   
>> Ashley Ferro-Murray:  Yeah.  I'm ready.  Let me quickly introduce myself, 

and my pronouns are she/her.  And I'll give y'all a quick visual description and then 
we can dive in.  I am a white woman with brown shoulder-lengthed hair.  I have a 
nose ring and some earrings and a lockette underneath my deep green turtle neck.  
I'm wearing a sort of silvery gray skirt and black tights and boots. 

>> Kellee Edusei:  So in preparation for this conversation, you and I have talked 
and thought a lot about the why, and to be quite frank, the necessity for this talk.  
And as I continue to ruminate on the why, what comes up for me continually are 
these words or phrases:  Change, evolution, adaptation, expansion, and that is 
expansion of one's curiosity and one's awareness, the expansion of possibility; the 
scope of work that can expand, the reach, the impact; and then also choice, so 
choice to hold on to what is comfortable for us, the choice to embrace discomfort, 
and the choice that we can make to hold them both in.  

All right.  Let's take a breath.  As we embark on this conversation, Ashley 
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and I will also then have this dialogue with you all as well.  I want to encourage 
everyone in this room and outside of this room to consider this as an invitation to 
ponder these questions that we have, that I have, and that is what is the change, 
evolution, adaptation or expansion that is needed right now?  What is the cost of 
our decisions?  And who is paying the price?  What would be the impact on the 
dance ecosystem if we took the time today to ensure that tomorrow's artists, 
creative and cultural workers, institutions and the systems were stronger, more 
equitable and more sustainable?  And just as a side note, I think you've heard that 
a couple of times, so that's a serious question that we should ponder.  And what 
these systems need to be created to cultivate or deepen current practices for 
change, evolution, adaptation and expansion; and how do we consciously integrate 
these lessons learned from the past three years, no matter how awful and traumatic 
they have been, into what we do in this present moment and beyond?   

And I also want us to consider how this moment is a foundational inflection 
point in the ecosystem for us to care for ourselves 10, 15, 20 years from now, and 
that's where I want to guide our energy into this conversation, really with that last 
question around how do we view this moment and care for ourselves in the future.  
Because there is a lot of energy in this room and outside in order to move the field 
forward.  And when I think about moving the field forward, when we consider that, it 
is the new direction that the Doris Duke Foundation is moving towards, and that is 
centering the work at the intersection of art, and specifically for this conversation 
dance and technology.  

This is a significant shift from the Foundation's priorities and I'm just like really 
grateful that you are willing to be here and have this conversation, that we are 
sharing this conversation with our ecosystem to just understand what that means 
and the impact it can have on this sector.  

So before we like fully go in, do you want to talk about your -- yourself.  You 
are new in your role at the Foundation and you are charged with creating a new 
framework for how to guide all of us towards that intersection of dance and 
technology.  So why don't you, aside from your bio, which we can all read and 
access, tell us a bit about you and what's drawn you to this work at the Foundation.  

>> Ashley Ferro-Murray:  Yeah.  Thank you, Kellee.  And it is true, I mean, the 
Foundation -- you know, I think over the course of our conversation we'll get into the 
fabric of the entire sort of strategic portfolio at the Foundation.  And forgive my 
laryngitis.  I blame the conference for scream -- I was at a jazz festival all day 
yesterday and screaming --  [ off mic ].  

So, yeah.  So about me, first of all, so happy to be in this room.  I've been a 
dancer for as long as I can remember.  That really is kind of how I have come to 
this arts ecosystem is by way of moving myself, training as a young kid.  When I 
went to college, I took an anthropology and dance course that sort of really situated 
my mind toward realizing that dance could be a frame for considering cultural and 
social implications, not only in the art world but in our world more generally.  And 
that really, like today, defines my values, I think, and how I come to this work.  

I was actually also reflecting a little bit this morning talking to Sara Nash that 
one of my very first arts jobs was a dance theater workshop eons ago and that 
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being there is where I really fell in love with being an arts worker, and the people 
that I met then are still some of the people who I turn to, so I'm really grateful for that 
kind of continued community and I have found that in the dance world.  I think that 
what we've already heard today really speaks to that.  

Another sort of detail I'll share, since our focus today is on technology, is that 
I do have a background on dance and technology specifically.  I came to the 
discipline and I saw that discipline in a really personal way.  I was in the bay area, 
living there and working as a dancer and a choreographer, attending graduate 
school, and I was diagnosed with a very rare form of leukemia while I was there and 
I ended up having to live in medical isolation, long before COVID times, for a 
significant period of time.  And it really shifted my relationship to what it meant to 
make dance.   

I started to explore ways of working remotely with my colleagues and 
collaborators using digital tools and also physical mediations, like lagging strings 
over long expanses and figuring out how movements of our bodies reverberated 
across them, using snail mail to send choreographic notes to each other, things like 
that.  That lived experience really brought me closer to considering the potential 
implications and obstacles of technology in our field, and I kind of found my home 
there.  

So for the last decade or so, I work at the Experimental Media and 
Performing Arts Center as a curator, working with an incredible array of artists, and 
totally diverse artists, some of whom are in the room today, and from those artists 
and the extraordinary production team at MPAC, I really learned a lot about what it 
means to make dance in this ecosystem with the various forms of technology, and 
that has kind of led me here to the Doris Duke Foundation as they are embarking on 
a journey based on that topic.   

>> Kellee Edusei:  Thank you.  So I'm curious to know a bit about what that 
means, the technology piece, and how do you contextualize that within the dance 
ecosystem, but also within the work at the Foundation.  

>> Ashley Ferro-Murray:  Thanks.  So first of all, I passionately believe that 
artists deserve a seat at the table of determining their technical futures if and when 
they want.  I also believe that we as a field need to involve ourselves with the kind 
of culture that surrounds digital technologies to engage with the good and call out 
the bad, in order to tell the stories that need to be told, grounding us all pervasive 
digital culture and somatic knowledge, and to continue to affirm and support the 
ecosystem of dance.  

The Doris Duke Foundation is profoundly artist-centered.  That was one of 
the things that drew me to work at the Foundation.  This way led to the formation of 
the Doris Duke Artists Program, which is something that continues and I will talk 
about a little bit more later, but that kind of defines the Foundation's dedication to 
advocacy at the national level in collaboration with artists to address large structural 
issues, like healthcare, for example.   

I'm also really drawn to the interdisciplinary of the Doris Duke Foundation, 
where we're able to situate our field within larger social issues.  Like, you know, we 
have a program on medical research -- [ audio muffled ] -- it's a real privilege to be 
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in conversation with those folks and the mission of the Foundation is to create a 
more creative, equitable and sustainable future and so moving toward that.  

But kind of core to what this work is and does within this technology initiative 
in particular is this acknowledgment for me that, you know, the design, 
dissemination, implementation of many emerging digital technologies is kind of both 
past and present has been perpetuated through racial inequity, colonialist 
tendencies for prioritizing urban over rural geographies; thinking, you know, not so 
equitably about transnational borders, exacerbating class and educational inequity.   

And so, you know, you've already heard today about access and I really 
appreciated that coming up.  I think access is core to this work, to start to answer 
your question.  That is the heart of it and you'll hear me talk about that more as we 
go on, but really like approaching this work as an opportunity to dismantle 
oppressive structures by way of questioning how we're defining technology.  I think 
that that is core.  

One thing that I've encountered in my role over the past six months is 
sometimes that each of us have our own assumptions about what the Foundation 
working on technology looks like and means, and I think we all need to have a voice 
in defining what that means for our field.  And then also, again, in increasing 
access.   

>> Kellee Edusei:  So while we will have an opportunity at some point in time to 
define what the technological tools are, can you expand upon what -- how do you 
see those tools and like what are they?   

>> Ashley Ferro-Murray:  Yeah.  That's a good question.  You know, I think the 
biggest thing I want to say is I don't think that it's one-size-fits-all.  And so it's like, I 
was really thinking about like, okay, I could bring up some examples.  Right.  
Some examples could be, you know, that like what I was saying, for example, I did 
turn to Zoom to make art with people.  Another example could be I was at jazz 
yesterday and Stefan Harris was talking about a program that he developed to be 
able to practice and play in core progression with AI.  And I'm hosting an AI panel 
tomorrow morning with APAP and we can talk a little bit more about some of those 
things later as well.  We can turn to it for administrative pacts, to increase access to 
funding without huge robust development teams.  

The other thing I think about is audio, lighting and rigging infrastructures, 
which have long-defined western concert practices and how we often present our 
work in spaces.  These are technological infrastructures and they are now -- you 
can find them in digital and robotic capacities.   

You know, I know that not all theaters have those kinds of resources, but 
those sorts of technical infrastructures are ways for us to engage with this topic that 
may feel familiar, thinking about kind of that safety that you brought up to hold what 
we know and what feels comfortable to us.  I think that's one place where we can 
identify like what a digital tool might look like.  You know, thinking through 
indigenous technologies and how those are incorporated into this conversation.   

I could go on and on and still not reach the point of a comprehensive list, and 
so that kind of slipperiness is what I'm holding really close and thinking about how 
we approach technology from a funding perspective, thinking about responsiveness, 
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flexibility, you know, project specificity, geographic specificity; not trying to throw a 
blanket over it, but leaving room for difference feels extraordinarily important to me 
when thinking through what these digital tools are and look like.  

>> Kellee Edusei:  So let's move towards then what does that work, those 
spots -- [sneezing] -- bless you -- what does that work and those thoughts look like?  
How do they manifest in the Foundation and the programs that you're envisioning to, 
to those?  

>> Ashley Ferro-Murray:  Yeah.  I mean, I think that we've encountered a lot of 
inflection points with technology for over the last, let's say, half century.  I feel like 
we're in another one right now with this AI business, not that AI hasn't been 
pervasive in our culture for a really long time, actually, but it's certainly come to the 
fore of a public conversation right now by way of an extraordinary uptick in usage 
and the sort of media saturation of the platforms.  

I mentioned that I'll have a panel tomorrow that looks at AI.  I think that in 
looking at how we dig into some of these things, one thing that comes up to me that 
I just made a note for myself I wanted to mention is I've been working with the 
Young Arts a little bit.  One of their board members, Natalie Dickens, created a 
resource for folks called The Arts.AI, and I think Dance/USA is going to disseminate 
that link to people.   

So they are working, for example, on discipline-specific working guides where 
Natalie comes from the tech industry and is helping to outline the dangers and the 
possible potential benefits of engaging with a technology like AI.  And it's 
collaborating with professionals in various different artistic fields.  So there's a 
working guide for theater, there's a working guide for dance, there's a working guide 
for jazz, et cetera, and really outlining like what would it look like to set up best 
practices, ethics with respect to this work.  

She talks about guides for like what you might use it for, but also how to 
disclose when you're using it, things like that.  So kind of trying to develop some, 
like, mutual ethical understanding of how to approach this work is one thing we're 
thinking about a lot, and I would direct you to that resource.  

When we think about technology at the Doris Duke Foundation, I'm just going 
to read this list, and the list, every one starts with the word "access," so [ off mic ] 
really loud, I appreciate it.  So access to performance.  Access to technology.  
Access to production infrastructure.  Access to time.  Access to administrative 
pacts.  Access to archives.  Access to finding digital futures, including your scope, 
impact and equity.  A major focus of the Foundation is at the intersection 
between the performing arts and digital technology.  This was the case before I 
arrived, as we talked about, and now at Duke I'm helping to define the scope and 
the direction of the focus.   

But what I want to say is that the place we're starting from is knowledge 
building and trying to listen to the field.  This is a part of that convening 
conversations, both privately and publicly, small working groups, and then public 
panels, Q&As.  We'll start to really host all of these opportunities because I think 
more than a granting opportunity and platform, this is really about sort of field 
building, conversation building, and knowledge building.  In order to increase 
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access through the ways that I'm talking about, there needs to be real infrastructure 
around also the financial and economic support that we can provide as well.  

>> Kellee Edusei:  So this is not to out anyone in any kind of way, but just kind 
of curious, based on the list that Ashley just noted, is anyone using digital tools in 
these ways to access performance, to access production infrastructure, as 
administrative pacts, to access your archives?  Show of hands.  Yes.  Thank you.  

And then how many of you, also by a show of hands, are thinking about 
integrating some of these tools to do this work?  That's interesting.  Okay.  

Can you define what you mean by digital futures?  I'm curious about that.  
>> Ashley Ferro-Murray:  No!  
>> Kellee Edusei:  Unpack that a little.  What do you mean when you say that?   
>> Ashley Ferro-Murray:  Yeah.  You know, I only used this word when I 

started doing this work and, like I said, I was in graduate school when I started to do 
this work and my advisors used to always ask me that question.  I still don't think I [ 
audio muffled ].  

But really what I just mean is the future of our field, right; like we're living in a 
digital reality.  That doesn't mean that everyone has access to digital technology, 
but it means that in our world we are living in a reality in which capitalism, political 
structures, many of them are defined by the ways in which we engage, experience, 
access to experience in digital materials, be it news media being disseminated 
digitally or otherwise.  And again, here's where I'm using this word like "digital 
technology," but to me it means so many different things and I ask you to sort of  [ 
audio muffled ] with me, even though I know that it feels a bit elusive.  And yeah, so 
really what I'm just trying to say is like let's just engage with this topic together.      

>> Kellee Edusei:  So then you did also bring up the ways in which you use 
digital tools to essentially dismantle some oppressive systems.  So how will equity 
and inclusion be embedded or rooted in the way in which the Foundation and you 
go about building, building this new priority?   

>> Ashley Ferro-Murray:  I mean, to me, technology in the field is necessarily 
about equity and inclusion.  It feels like to me that's at the root of all of this, like how 
is technology designed and being implemented, like not within the field but in the 
world.  That feels like an equity question.  Who is it being created for?  Who has 
access to it?  What takes a world experiences are centered into how much the 
infrastructure and are centered in the way in which devices are framed is a big 
question that I have.  

Historically, the topic has not really been commodified in a way that holds 
equity questions and conversations at its core, but I hope that maybe as a field we 
can start engender those conversations and be a mouth for the world.  I mean, the 
dance world has long kind of set the tone for the most, you know, progressive 
thinking engagement with the world, and so I wonder if together we can engage 
here in that way.  I hope that the Doris Duke Foundation's long track record in 
investing in projects and organizations that hold the dismantling of oppression at 
their core can kind of, you know, at least guide us to its transition moment to say 
that we're not moving away from those values, but instead we're building upon 
them.  
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>> Kellee Edusei:  That's great.  That's great.  So I'm going to read this 
question; I think it's a great one and I want to get it right.  With the Foundation's 
intentional focus shifting towards the intersection of dance and technology, how are 
you and/or the larger institution desiring the dance ecosystem to learn and deepen 
its practices?   

>> Ashley Ferro-Murray:  Show me the answer.  I feel like the pressure is on 
now.  Okay.  I will start to read it, but knowing myself I will go off notes very 
quickly.   

So I would say that the focus on technology at the Doris Duke Foundation 
has emerged over the last several years, as we've discussed, recognizing new kinds 
of engagement where possible and needed, but that the field may not have the right 
resources for a runway toward innovation.  

The Foundation's focus on technology came out of a curiosity for supporting 
new approaches and sustainable models to answer some of these questions, and in 
focusing on technology we hope that the opportunity is to host both sides of the 
debate, and I want to really underscore that.  We don't claim to have all of the 
answers.  We really want to host the conversation.   

We are invested in creating space for that conversation and for artists to have 
the resources to be able to imagine and create and decide for themselves how they 
would like to engage in digital futures.  I need to stop using that phrase.   

We are also passionate about the potential for the arts to lead the way in 
creating more ethical, technological futures, like [audio muffled] what that looks like.  
We're interested in reorganizing the ways in which our bodies are being 
choreographed by big tech, or I am really interested in that.  For example, let's talk 
about how racially exclusive technology has been in the way it's designed, 
developed, implemented and commodified in our society, and let's have that 
conversation with the industry, the tech industry.  And I believe that the Foundation 
can use our reputational capital to help further those conversations.  And we've 
actually already started to do so.  We've hosted a conversation between meta and 
some artists working in this field in December, carefully.   

I'd like to mention, however, that one does not have to use technology to 
make work about technology and that also feels extremely important to me.  One 
does not have to use technology to make work about technology.  Certainly we as 
dance artists have been making work with things without actually involving the thing 
forever.  You know, we can use our bodies to consider the tension, the elasticity, 
the preparity of the world that we're encountering and this is making work about 
technology and engaging with this topic.  Our intention is for this focus on 
technology to allow for new perspectives on equity, inclusion, institutionalized 
racism and systemic oppression.  I hope that we can open up the conversation 
within the dance community and look forward to sharing the work with you all over 
the next year and beyond.   

And really, I mean that because we've talked about this, like I wish I had 
more of the actual thing to share today and I'm just not quite there yet.  But I really 
look forward to the moment in which we can reconvene around, okay, like, here's an 
opportunity, here's the conversation, and I'm working on striking a balance between 
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rolling that up very quickly to get resources into the hands of folks who are also 
wanting to do so responsibly, feeling the weight of that responsibility very 
personally.  So that's kind of where I come to you today.  

>> Kellee Edusei:  Thank you.  So I'm thinking about the larger implications of 
this shift and I know that you are still unpacking some things yourself.  But what do 
you believe the larger implications of this shift will have on the ecosystem?     

>> Ashley Ferro-Murray:  I'm gonna have hopes, you know.  I hope that we can 
find some more sustainable models for the field in this shift.  I said at the beginning 
a hope and, like this is not a -- this is not a we'll move away from pursuing 
performance for the street practice, from, you know, contact improvisation.  This is 
not a move away from anything.  It's an addition of some things that will texture our 
ability to maybe make more money, maybe figure out how to reach more audiences, 
maybe bring more people in the door to our brick and mortar institutions.  Maybe 
we articulate those institutions so that they're more sustainable in our field.  Like 
that's my hope, but could this be an opportunity for us to move outside for a moment 
of the existing institutional structures that we have while holding on to the 
importance of them because institutions also provide support; but can we sort of 
give ourselves the flexibility of imagine new ways of working that it could eventually 
be more sustainable for us in various ways.  

>> Kellee Edusei:  So we've heard this piece around sustainability and we've 
heard it from Pam at the Pillow, we've heard it from Candace at Dance/NYC.  
I'm -- maybe you don't have to answer it right now, but it's definitely something I 
want to bring in is how do we balance already an unsustainable structure with 
something new?   

>> Ashley Ferro-Murray:  Yeah.  I mean, that's going to be the hard part and I 
don't think it will be comfortable all the time.  I think we're already experiencing that.  
I don't think I have an answer.  I think it's a question that I sit with all day and every 
day, and I think that that's all I can say is that I'm here to encounter it with the field.  
But I also don't think that the answer is just sitting in the already unsustainable thing 
without any kind of growth or change.  I don't think that's the answer.  

And so, you know, I would say candidly that I believe that the Foundation was 
going in this direction when I took this job and I knew that it was feeling big for a lot 
of people; right.  I was a curator five months ago, like sitting all day every day in the 
theater with some of you, like, you know, having the tears, drying the sweat, really 
experiencing the thing.   

I feel it is all I have to say.  I still feel it.  I feel the enormity of it.  I knew 
what I was getting myself into and I wanted to try to be with the field to figure out a 
way to do this well so that we could -- you know, I know that people's lives are at 
stake, I know that very intimately.  And so I guess that's all I can say to that 
question is that I'm here with you and I hope that we can do this together.  I don't 
think there's any other way forward, really, frankly.  

>> Kellee Edusei:  Thank you.  
[ Applause ]  

>> Kellee Edusei:  So what else is the Foundation doing?  You're spending a 
lot of time on this technology piece, but I know that is not all you are doing.  So why 
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don't you share a bit more about what the Foundation is up to.  
>> Ashley Ferro-Murray:  Well, we're creating a more equitable and sustainable 

future.  So yeah, I mean, look, the technology mission is really certainly our larger 
funding platform, but we are -- we are focusing our strategies in two buckets, two big 
ideas.  One of them is technology, right, so it is a significant thing; but like I said, 
that doesn't mean always -- that doesn't mean this is such an expansive bucket, and 
I want to underscore that.   

The other big bucket stems from the Doris Duke Artists Awards platform, 
which some of you may know is a 10-year-old granting platform.  It started in 2012 
with a series of unrestricted individual $250,000 grants to artists in dance, theater 
and jazz.  And upon its 10-year anniversary this past February, the amount of that 
award was doubled to $525,000, with a $25,000 retirement matching option.  And 
we gave out up to six of those awards annually to artists and they are unrestricted.  
So artists can use them for healthcare, elder care, retirement savings, buying a 
home, you know, whatever they want.  

And what we realized upon the 10-year anniversary is that this is a really 
significant proposal; right.  Of course, we are really valuing our individual artists and 
celebrating their accomplishments and, more than that, we are also really holding 
them up and saying, what does it look like when our society values an artist and 
supports them in this kind of a way.  It's a proposal for the future sustainability of 
our field.    

We're partnering with Alejandra Duque Cifuentes, ADC Consulting, to build 
out community artists who have already received this award and will be receiving it 
in the future to think about sustainable support structures for those folks, but also 
providing a platform for those folks who've been the recipient of this kind of 
paradigm-shifting support to think about its implications and partner with us in 
creating larger advocacy work at the national level for U.S.-based dance, theater 
and jazz artists.  So we're kind of embarking upon this journey to think through 
housing access and stability contract, protections, healthcare access, different 
things like that, and we're using our Doris Duke Artist Awards platform as a way of 
telling the world.  And our tagline is "When artists thrive, we all thrive."   

So we want to live in a society that values a thriving artist and that supports 
that artist holistically to be able to do their work, not just on a certain project, project 
basis.  

So that's kind of the other big idea that we're working on in addition to the 
technology initiative.   

>> Kellee Edusei:  So a lot has been shared and we want to give you all a 
moment to sort of digest that information.  I think of it as having a really big meal.  
You guys have to digest and let it metabolize.  So we're just going to pause our 
conversation and our interaction for just a moment and give you all a moment to talk 
amongst yourselves at your tables for about five, ten minutes, just on how you're 
digesting this conversation, how you're digesting this information.  

Just some things to consider, what is resonating with you based on what 
you've heard?  What aspects of this conversation do you want to deepen your 
understanding around?  And what are you curious to know more about related to 
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Duke's new direction specifically around the technology, the technology piece?   
So take a moment to digest.  And then as questions arise at your table, sort 

of crowdsource yourselves and formulate one or two questions that you might want 
to ask Ashley for her comments.  There will be a microphone circulating around 
from a Dance/USA team member, so we're just gonna -- we'll take, let's take a 
moment of reflection and silence.   

[Pause]  
>> Hi, everyone.  We are having some conversations.   
>> Hi, everyone.  I know you all are in such conversation with one another.  

Maybe for some it's the first time you're seeing one another.  I know that this 
digestion period was not a lot.  [Laughter]  

If you can hear my voice, touch your nose.  If you can hear my voice, touch 
your nose.  If you can hear my voice, touch your nose.  If you can hear my voice, 
touch your nose.   

All right.  I know that that was not a lot of time, so I appreciate you all sort 
of rolling with this wave that we've got going on.  There will be time issues, first to 
whatever you have next to continue this conversation and/or catch up with your 
colleagues, but we do need to -- we're bringing it back.  

One very important announcement that I was told that I needed to make is 
that all of the Bingo winners have been identified.  So you may continue playing the 
game; however, there are no more socks.  Okay.  So that is the announcement.  I 
thank you all for playing the game and congratulations to our winners.   

[ Applause ] 
And enjoy the socks; they are super warm.  
Okay.  So we are here for the questions and comments portion.  It seems 

like we've got one right there, or two.  So Rachel, this middle table here.  So just, 
again, think about the question that you have.  I want to make sure that as you're 
asking your question that you are specific; that you are asking a question, not a 
statement, but a question; and that you're concise so that we can get through as 
many questions and to hear Ashley's comments around them that we might have 
time for.  

Again, please speak into the mic because we're capturing the audio for the 
transcripts.  And also, when you stand up, as you're able, please do state your 
name, your affiliation and the sector of the field that you're from.   

>> Thank you.  My name is Samuel Hoffs [phonetic].  I run () in Portland, 
Oregon.  [Audio muffled]  First time at APAP, so hello.  

[ Applause ]        
The question that had kind of come up amongst our table, and then I'll narrow 

it down just a smidge, but there's a lot of talk about access.  The word "access" has 
gone around a lot and I think we're all very aware of that word.  And the idea of it 
often comes down to, whittled down to proximity to opportunity.  And I think it's 
extremely important with regards to the technology piece and also with the new 
opportunity of -- [audio muffled] -- o I'm curious what processes you are putting in 
place with the Doris Duke Foundation to address the issue of proximity to 
opportunity in regards to the programs you're generating with -- and with how you're 
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consolidating those funds.  
>> Kellee Edusei:  Thank you.   
>> Ashley Ferro-Murray:  I'll say, you know, I think access functions in different 

ways especially within the context of technology in the performing arts in that on the 
one hand we need to increase access to technology, and then also technology is a 
way of providing more access.  I mean, I really look to the disability community in 
our field who have been leading the way in terms of how technology really functions 
in the dance world for decades and decades.  So, you know, really kind of 
recognizing the nuance of that term as well in terms of the, yeah, access to 
opportunity that you're talking about.  

So brass tacks, and I'll say, you know, like I said, I wish that I could come up 
here today with really specific, like grant initiatives and different things like that.  
But, generally speaking, knowledge building is at the core of what it looks like to 
create more opportunities for access in this way and we want to host conversations 
nationally around the country in both rural and urban areas.  We're really thinking 
about rural geographies with respect to the technology initiative.  So convening and 
conversation, looking at doing technical demos, so that, you know, where I said like 
one size doesn't fit all, but how do we even know what the options are.  So what 
does it look like to have technology demos and other learning opportunities.  

The other thing that we have been really looking at is the production staff 
crisis, I'll call it, in our field, wanting to really consider the recruitment, training and 
retention of production staff, thinking about especially racial equity in doing that kind 
of recruitment, training and retention.  And then also continued education in that 
field such that folks who are trained on manual rigging systems might have an 
opportunity to access robotic rigging training and things like that.  

So, yeah, those are just a few.  And I'm going to keep it a little bit short.  I 
can talk all day, but those are just a couple of little snacks.  And then I hope over 
the next year to have much more opportunity to dive in with you all on those 
specifics and more opportunities that will create to extend opportunity to more 
people.  Thanks for the question.    

>> Kellee Edusei:  Thank you.  All right.  It looks like -- so the mic is over here 
and then there was a hand over here.  

>> Hello.  Christopher, he/his/him.  A question and also something that I've 
been thinking about to help alleviate the anxiety of change a little bit.  Alleviating 
the anxiety of change, I had the great benefit of working with Ashley when she was 
at MPAP, and one of the things that she helped me really expand upon my thinking 
and embrace is how indigenous technologies are technologies that are welcome in 
this field.   

So lei making, which is part of a new work that I'm working on, was like an 
integral part of our work together.  So I just want to like kind of really share the 
sincerity of the expansive thinking that she brings to this, because I know change is 
anxiety-inducing for all of us and I have direct experience that I think this change 
can be mindful from my personal experience with this incredible person.  

The question I have is about another anxiety that all of us are facing, which is 
changes in funding from Duke and some other key funders from some of the 
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institutional support that's on to the networks, such as APAP and Dance/USA and its 
shifting -- shifting.  And I wonder if you are in a position to be able to talk about that 
because it is a stressor for a lot of us.  

>> Ashley Ferro-Murray:  Thank you, Chris.  First of all, thank you for that 
personal influence.  It means a lot coming from you, truly.  And, yes, I am able to 
talk about that and thank you for the question.   

So, yeah.  One thing is that we were actually just talking up here that this 
was the one thing I forgot to say before is that I think focusing on technology is a 
real opportunity to recognize the vast ecosystem of sectors within our sector, our 
larger sector.   

And so, you know, on the one hand it is true that the Foundation has shifted 
and that will be felt.  I don't want to minimize the ways in which the focus changes 
of the Foundation are going to be felt on this field.  What I will say is that I am here 
to have those conversations with everyone and to be here, again, to think through 
together how we move forward.  So I'll say that; that, you know --  

I will share that my very first day in the office, my first hour on the job, I joined 
our National Service Organization Grantees in their convening and sat with them in 
this difficult space.  It was my very first thing.  And as a part of that 
convening [audio muffled] exercise of visioning, where we were asked to write some 
things down, and that little torn note is pinned to my bulletin right next to my 
computer.  In every meeting I have, it's in my view.  So I'm here to hold that space 
with you all.  And technology is a way for us to bring everybody together and keep 
working with one another.   

I believe that what I've experienced at MPAP with working with the production 
team there and the fantastic artists is that like this is hard work to make and it 
moves a little bit in between and outside of the structures of national service boards, 
presenters, producers, individual artists, designers, staffing, production technicians.  
The list goes on and on.  

It calls on, all of our work does, but this kind of work, because it pushes on 
the boundaries of so many things -- it really calls upon -- [audio 
echoing/muffled] -- and we need to pull that network in for this initiative.  So this 
initiative will work with the national service organizations, presenters, artists, 
technicians, producers, and maybe a new category of folks who will emerge from it 
that we need.  Maybe some of these things will meld.  Maybe our -- you know, I 
studied media theory, like distributed () networks.  So I think it's opening up again.  

I think this is a hard time and I recognize that this is anxiety-producing and 
I'm here for it, and let's still work together.  We can't do this without each other.  
And these folks are -- well, like, you know, I wouldn't have made an impression at 
MPAP without National Service Board support, first of all, so that [audio muffled].   

>> Kellee Edusei:  Thank you for that.  Okay.  We had a question here.  And 
we probably have time for one more.  

>> Greetings from Indianapolis.  [Audio muffled].  I think our question may have 
got a little bit answered in this last, but just to be clear, we have a curiosity of -- the 
artists support -- is phenomenal.  So is this technology initiative in addition to or 
replacing of other funding that the Doris Duke Foundation supported?   
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>> Ashley Ferro-Murray:  That's a both and, for sure, it is in addition to.  And I 
wouldn't say in place of, but priorities are shifting.  You know, one of the things I will 
say that really excites me about the funding landscape is that it can change.  I 
mean, I don't think we would want a funding landscape that doesn't change.  
Change kind of defines our field and I think that we've seen a lot of good change.  I 
think there's a lot more change that's needed.  And so, you know, I'm excited that 
Foundations can listen to a field, they can listen to a world, and they can shift and 
that is happening.   

And so, yes, some of the funding that we're moving toward means changing 
our relationship to other initiatives and we're trying to do that with care by way of 
extending funding over a period of time while folks know that our priorities are 
shifting, being available, working together and holding space for this transition with 
care.  But it's [audio muffled].    

>> Kellee Edusei:  Thank you.  Okay.  One more.  Oh, people, don't do this to 
me.  Go ahead, yes.   

>> Good morning.  [Audio echoing/muffled] I work largely in poetry, but I also do 
event and [audio muffled] in Harlem.  I just wanted to know if you can repeat, I think 
you might have said it earlier, about how you are defining technology in this space.   

And the second question was, how do you feel about organizations or dance 
companies shifting, shifting to respond to this kind of call versus the call coming 
from the, say, the dance companies to, say, respond?  Thank you.   

>> Ashley Ferro-Murray:  Can I just clarify the last part of your question?  You 
were saying that like -- I think what I understood you to say was that what does it 
look like for dance companies to feel like they have to change to meet this call as 
opposed to it coming out of that work itself.  Is that what you said?  

>> Yes.  Thank you. 
>> Ashley Ferro-Murray:  Okay.  And now I've forgotten the first part of your 

question.   
[Cross-talk]  

>> Ashley Ferro-Murray:  Yes.  Thank you.  So I'll say my definition of 
technology is to kind of resist a definition of technology, maybe we can leave it at 
that; like to truly live in the slipperiness of what it is and how it functions for us.   

You know, I will say that our focus at the Foundation absolutely does look 
toward what I call emerging technologies, even that -- like emerging digital 
technologies, like what I think the field here when we say we're focusing on 
technology sometimes.  Like artificial intelligence, virtual reality, augmented reality, 
motion capture, censor networks, these kinds of ways of like very explicitly and 
publicly engaging with digital media at the core of its subject matter.  

So that's a part of it, absolutely.  And we are looking to see like are there 
generative ways of engaging with these things; but I will tell you, that's not new to 
our field, right.  Like we've been doing this for a very long time.  I often think of 
1966 experiments in our technology when [audio muffled/listing names] and 
Deborah Hay -- who am I forgetting -- Lucinda Childs worked with Billy Kleuger and 
Robert Rassenberg, they collaborated with () engineers at the Armory in New York 
City.  It was a massive failure; everybody hated the work.  Many of the arts never 
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worked. 
[Audio muffled]  
But it was a moment, held space for this exact conversation and to figure out 

we want to choose; we want to choose where we use it, we want to choose where 
we don't.  Right?   

So I'm kind of resisting with that as one definition, but I'm holding space for all 
these other definitions of technology.  Meanwhile, tell me, what is technology for 
our field?  What is it for you?  I don't want to come to this seat with the answers.  I 
need to listen and I need to hear from you how we're defining this word, how we 
should be defining it in the future.   

Thank you for your question about what I think about people feeling like they 
need to define their work in terms of this in order to get funding.  I have really had a 
problem with this my entire career and I think it creates bad work, and I don't know 
what to do about it right now.  It's something I'm really struggling with.  I don't want 
people who don't want to do this to do it because it won't be natural.   

Successful work with technology comes out of necessity to use it.  It comes 
out of a survivability need, like Jamel Kasako [phonetic] has taught me.  It is 
important when it can be used and when it is deeply connected to the root of an 
artist's well-being and work.  We don't need it for anything else.  

And so, you know, I recognize that not everyone needs it in that way.  And 
so I think my answer to that is that you don't have to use technology to make work 
that's in conversation with technology.  I think that that's my answer, but it is 
something that I will just tell you, I struggle with that.  I really struggle with that and I 
would love to be in conversation about how we address that together.  

>> Thank you so much, Ashley.  You are clearly available.  There are many 
more questions we need to get to.  So if you're here and you want to connect with 
Ashley afterwards, please do that.   

And Dance/USA will also be sending some follow-up information and some 
resources that we talked about so that folks can continue to dive in.   

I want to say thank you also to all of you for being super present in this 
conversation and having such robust conversation with your tablemates in such a 
short time and coming up with many, many questions.  

We do need to sadly end the Dance Forum.  So I want to welcome to the 
stage Dance/USA's incoming Board Chair, Abdo Sayegh Rodriguez.  

[ Applause ]  
>> Abdo Sayegh Rodriguez:  Thank you, Kellee and Ashley.  Also, [audio 

muffled ] had this conversation with many of you and a definitive number of [audio 
muffled] in the dance system.  Many thanks also to Pam, Sara, Nikki and Candace 
for sharing important updates from the dance field.  

My name is Abdo Sayegh Rodriguez.  I am the newly named Board Chair of 
Dance/USA, as Kellee pointed out.  And I'm also the Executive Director of TU 
Dance, located on the lands of [native land] and also known as [audio muffled/native 
land].  My pronouns are he/his/him.  I am Latino with short black hair, wearing 
jeans, a white shirt, black jacket and silver earrings.  

I also want to echo Kellee's body of gratitude by offering, we have 
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Dance/USA Board of Trustees and the Dance/USA team, a collective gratitude to 
everyone, to the university.  We're also grateful for your steadfast work of 
supporting Dance/USA supporting our ability to make an indelible impact for the 
dance ecosystem.   

Additionally, we want to thank -- I would like to thank APAP, Interpreter Now 
for their ASL services, as well as The Viscardi Center for today's CART services, as 
well as the creation of English and Spanish, English services.   

We are with some incredible artist leaders today and important topics, 
sharing your Dance Forum experience and your takeaways from today's speakers  
 tagging us on your selfies and context using @danceUSAboard.   

At Dance/USA [audio muffled] culture of feedback and refinement of our 
practices.  With this in mind, we encourage you to access this QR code to complete 
a survey about today's Dance Forum.  In five minutes, you can make a lasting 
impact for future Dance Forums and Dance/USA programmatic content.   

Thank you in advance for sharing your feedback.  And thank you again for 
attending the Dance/USA 2024 Forum.  

[ Applause ]  
[Concluded] 


